


UNMETERED  PARKING AROUND TRAIN USE KEEPS CARS OUT OF THE CITY                                                                        
SO WHY IS METERED PARKING  PROPOSED  ALONG THE  RAILWAY LINE IN 
EASTWOOD,  BELLAIR STREETS  AND NEAR THE STATIONS. 

At the second meeting held 18th April 2024  in the Kensington Town Hall   to investigate 
parking in Kensington, the facilitator hired by the City of Melbourne proposed  amongst other 
things to introduce $1 per hour paid parking in Eastwood street and Bellair street along the 
railway line and other areas around  the station. This would ensure that tradies and residents 
from other areas would not park free - this is no  favour to we locals 

This was the second meeting of a number of meetings proposed covering a number of 
areas. 

The first area looked at West Melbourne and it  resulted in the introduction of parking 
meters. 

Central Melbourne now has night time meter parking extended to 10.30 pm in some places. 

The Kensington metering proposal has come out of the blue . At the second meeting some 
residents near Racecourse road complained about difficulty in obtaining car stops due to the 
restaurant trade . Others made the point that the tradie parking construction traffic will be 
temporary and maybe the developers could be forced to provide parking on the construction 
sites or have them park off site and bus them in. 

The proposal to meter the  parking along the railway line completely ignores resident wishes 
to have unmetered parking as the present two hour parking on the other side of these streets 
is and will be insufficient for their parking needs . In addition, there are ample spots available 
during all weekends and nights under the current arrangements.   

It flies in the face of getting people on trains and keeping cars out of the central city. No one 
will pay for a parking meter then a train fare. Some stations up the line even have free car 
parks to encourage train use. The press this weekend, ie the Age 27th April, has a major 
article about how important it is for our councils to reflect the wishes of their constituents. 
The elderly and disabled need to be able to access parking near a rail station in order to get 
to appointments in the city. If not they will drive into town or take taxis thereby adding to 
congestion. 

We are relatively newcomers to Kensington. A lady in Bellair st 99 years old and having lived 
in Bellair St  for over 90 years rang me most upset about the proposed parking changes . 
Where will her daughter and grand daughter park  if metered parking is introduced . It would 
impose  a new stress to be constantly running out to feed the meter.  

It is a cash grab by the council which allows 5 storey apartments to be built without 100% car 
parks and then penalizes existing residents. Existing Eastwood st and Belair st  permit 
holders should not be charged in a metered  area of their street. 

Most residences had not heard of the proposal . They and  local businesses effected  are in 
the process of bringing  their opposition to it to Council ,local   Councillors and Officers. 

Leo Mccartin          



























Submission.   
 
I reside at Victoria Point .  My Wife and I  picked this area as it is for us a good blend of 
residential and commercial mix and the stadium provides  entertainment mostly on weekends so 
the quietness of Monday to Friday. The bustle is the right mix.  
 
I am concerned about the new proposed development may  change that mix and make it a less 
desirable place to reside.       
 
My main concerns are as follows  
 
1. Vehicle Access: Harbour Esplanade and to the Concourse.   presently on event day harbour 
esplanade is a traffic jam for some time after an event ends. access for  emergency and 
maintenance vehicular to this are will be further compromised  
 
2. Overshadowing of the tower no 3 : Bendigo Bank rooftop  and surrounding podium 
containing new native plantings especially if the building is increased above the 60 metres height 
limit proposed.  
  
3. Wayfinding: imperative for design integration ie not solely reliant upon signage.    
 
4. Wind impacts: imperative for wind control mitigation . 
 
5. Noise Attenuation: imperative for appropriate design mitigation and acoustic treatments.  
 
6. The impact of traffic using Harbour esplanade will require traffic light and lane marking 
upgrades.   











Questions regarding DV Marvel proposal 

 
1. I note, P35/65 Fig20  where Harbour Esplanade’s pedestrian crossings are 

designated ‘re-Prioritised pedestrian Zones’ and existing planning controls are turned 
off, and indicates future planning as the Harbour Esplanade is a ‘shared zone’.  How 
is the reducing the access into, and out of, the area benefit to the precinct?  Also, 
considering Docklands various precincts are naturally separated from each other by 
water, how does restricting access even further, by potentially cutting the suburb in 
half, assist the community to grow? 

 
2. With regard to traffic in the local area, and considering the current traffic jams when 

an event is held at Marvel, and inability for access by emergency services to the area, 
not only do we not need more traffic to the area, what are Development Victoria and 
their AFL partners doing to reduce traffic, rather than promote the token use of buses 
for a green traffic plan, along an already limited traffic route? I note also, DV promote 
Central Pier and the Harbour use and development as not been decided, but I 
also,note in confirmation: Fig.4.1.16-2 Connected Public Realm (Create a continuous 
and active ground realm from Stadium down to the Esplanade, Central Pier and 
Harbourside); Fig 4.1.19 – 5 Extend the Stadium to the Harbour, indicating already 
decided planning for the extensions of this proposed development by the AFL. (Pgs 
54, 55) 
 

3. I note P42/91, P4.5 Use of land …   It is noted that draft Incorporated Document 
seeks flexibility ‘dependant on market conditions’ and therefore the final land use mix 
is unknown.  When will the mix be known? Do the AFL expect CoM to approve this 
proposal without detail? And does where does the AFL consider the effect of the 
community on this proposed development? 
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Submission to Future Melbourne Committee 
 

City of Melbourne, Melbourne Town Hall, 
07 May 2024, 5.30pm – Meeting No.76 
Agenda Item FMC 6.3: Opportunities to deliver new public open space for Southbank 

 

Firstly, we are extremely pleased that once again open space deficiencies in Southbank are 

being addressed. 

 

It is noted the current and future open space has been extensively detailed by the officers, 

however they have failed to mention the additional space for stage 6 of Transforming 

Southbank Boulevard. In fact, they talk of this project as having been completed and the 

open space delivered. When council announced the completion of this project, SRA 

vehemently protested to this announcement knowing stage 6 was still yet to be delivered. 

Is this more evidence that council has no intention to deliver stage 6, also bearing in mind 

we have been asking for a timeline and scope for this stage, but nothing has been 

forthcoming. 

 

Likewise, we note the officers have stated the completion of stage 1 of Southbank 

Promenade is also complete. As you are aware, SRA have in this forum questioned this so-

called completion on numerous occasions with the Lord Mayor in November 2023 

declaring a misstatement in the announcement, and, we highlighted to this forum, via 

photographs, demonstrating this stage has not been completed based on the masterplan 

proposal. Our question for when this will indeed be completed was taken on notice in 

December 2023. Two months ago I separately met with the Deputy Lord Mayor and the 

CEO and advised we had still yet to receive a response to our question in those meetings, 

at which time I was advised by both they would look into it. However, to date nothing is 

still forthcoming. Is Southbank once again being misled by council to try to get us to 

believe projects have been completed when in fact they haven’t? 

 

The Southbank Structure Plan Recommendation L3 CityLink tunnel entrance deck is a 

project that SRA has been long engaged with, asking for updates in this forum almost 

yearly since its announcement in 2010. At our 2022 AGM Roger Teale, then General 

Manger of Infrastructure and Design announced this project would not be going ahead 

because of cost, however he was quickly rebutted by council that was not council’s 

position. We subsequently received an email response from Roger on behalf of the CEO, 

Alison Leighton, that the project ‘would be funded and delivered by the Victorian 

government’ but at that stage he was not aware of any plans to deliver the deck by the state. 

SRA has not been officially informed of this change in position, but more concerning, nor 

of the feasibility study undertaken in 2021. After all our questions to this forum on this 

very topic, why were we not informed this study had taken place? Once again Southbank 

can’t help but feel we were kept in the dark. Has the state government officially informed 
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council they will not fund the project or has council just decided there is likely nothing to 

gain from lobbying the state?  

 

3 MINUTES 

 

More concerning for Southbank is councils attempt to further undermine our open space 

by conveniently adding an attachment to the agenda item to discontinue Southbank 

Structure Plan Recommendation L3 CityLink tunnel entrance deck. This is a significant 

aspect of the 2010 Southbank Structure Plan with which the community has been 

anticipating and residents making investment decisions in our neighborhood. A high degree 

of confidence in the officers’ planning should be expected by residents. Through the 

Southbank structure plan, Southbank residents were being led to believe council had the 

open space needs covered. To now remove it from the Southbank conversation with a 

single sentence in a motion is a travesty to the Southbank community. How can it have 

taken 14 years for the officers to conclude it was not feasible leaving the residents living 

with optimistic hope during that time. To propose such a significant change to such an 

important document should be, in our opinion, canvassed widely throughout the Southbank 

community and open for discussion, particularly to be provided a detailed strategy for its 

replacement. Not merely 4 days’ notice prior to an FMC meeting. 

 

How much confidence can the Southbank community have in the remaining items, still yet 

to be delivered, in the 2010 Southbank structure plan? We ask council for another serious 

review of these outstanding items and to be open with the Southbank community with what 

else is unlikely to be delivered and a timeline for the delivery of the remaining items. 

 

While the process has been poorly handled, the SRA accepts that the proposal is not 

feasible for the City of Melbourne to deliver on cost grounds. 

 

The proposal to expand the Normanby Rd Reserve is an imaginative project that will be of 

some value to residents who live south of the Yarra. 

 

To establish one single site of 1.2 hectares opens up so many possibilities for diverse 

recreational purposes.  This site has so many more options than the current 1.02 hectares 

which is spread across seven pocket spaces throughout Southbank. 

 

The report acknowledges in section 13, that ‘it is not centrally located to the 

neighbourhood’.  Indeed, it is located on the boundary of the City of Melbourne and some 

distance from Southbanks’ most densely populated block in Australia. 

 

Given that the properties East of Clarendon St, North of City Rd and West of Queensbridge 

St are predominately commercial, for the large majority of Southbank residents the 

Normanby Rd Reserve will be too far away, notwithstanding council’s own open space 









From:
To: CoM Meetings
Subject: FMC 7/05/2024 Agenda Item 6.4 City Road Masterplan Update
Date: Tuesday, 7 May 2024 4:33 AM

 
Dear City of Melbourne Management Team,

This is a written response in regards to the Future Melbourne Committee (FMC) meeting
of Tuesday the 7th of May, 2024, and in particular the Agenda Item 6.4 City Road
Masterplan Update.

This response is being written on Wurundjeri Country. The lands of the Wurundjeri people
are Unceded.

Thank you to Jonathan Kambouris, Director City Projects, and City of Melbourne
management team and Council officers involved in this update, and the upgrade projects
for City Road. The team has put in an immense amount of work on this, and they must be
looking forward to getting further feedback from the general public on the direction that
they envision of this project.

There are multiple challenges with the Northern Undercroft. There may be some promising
suggestions made during the Community consultation period, and Jonathan Kambouris,
Director City Projects and the management team should be prepared to have an open mind
in regards to what the citizens may bring to the table.

I support the recommendations from the management team.

In regards to Action 1 - Transform City Road west into a great capital street, it would be a
tremendous achievement to complete the envisioned transformation.

There are great capital streets in Melbourne.

Melbourne roads are the best capital city roads in Australia. One person that we have to
thank for this is William Lonsdale, who managed the original professional, competent
surveying team that staked out the size and scale of the roads.

Lonsdale worked with and managed the first road crew that built and constructed the
streets we know of as the Hoddle grid. Robert Hoddle the surveyor, in consultation with
Governor Sir Richard Bourke worked out the proper scale of the streets. Lonsdale made
sure that the road crew knew where they were going on the project.

This City Road upgrade project is an extension of the initial work Captain William
Lonsdale, the surveyors and the first road crew did in the 1830's.

Lonsdale , the surveyors and the road crew overcame many obstacles in building and
constructing the first proper roads of the official British settlement here.
Before the arrival of Lonsdale there were really just mule tracks meandering around,
following the contours of the country. 

The surveyors ignored the childlike, amateur drawing that was handed to them by one of
the unofficial,illegal, unauthorised settlers that showed these mile tracks. The drawing was
not to scale , and was innacurate. The plan that Lonsdale and the surveyors and the road



crew followed was what we know of as The Hoddle Grid!
When you look at a Melways ( new edition available at Newsagents for $70) you will see
that The Hoddle Grid remains, because it was a brilliant plan.

That's the benchmark for all roadworks and plans for the City of Melbourne.

Action 2 is a big challenge, reimagining King's Way Northern Undercroft.

Under the Purpose and Background section, no. 3 , the approach should be - "When
delivered", not the doubting Thomas approach of "If delivered".

The current day road crews and workers will follow the Master Plans provided. 

For inspiration, consider that after discussions with the NSW Governor Sir Richard
Bourke, and the Captain of HMS Rattlesnake, Captain William Hobson, before landing
with the Marines landing party, Lonsdale had the plan of action worked out. Step One was
to read the proclamation declaring that this place was now going to be an official British
settlement upon landing ashore.
Step Two, with the Redcoats A-Team by his side, Lonsdale has conversations with the
unofficial, unauthorised,illegal settlers and squatters, and explains to them that they are
British citizens, subject to English Law. They were to be told that technically, they were
trespassing on Crown land.
Step Three, the settlers would all acknowledge and recognise that Sir Richard Bourke was
the Governor of NSW!

More important for today's management team, Lonsdale knew that there soon would be
two large cargo ships arriving from Sydney, with 70 (seventy) tons of goods, stores,
equipment, machines and material for building homes to help commence the construction
and build of the official British settlement. One of the ships was the brig Stirlingshire.

Lonsdale knew about the scores of men who would soon be arriving on Wurundjeri
Country that would soon be sailing to join HMS Rattlesnake. Lonsdale knew he was going
to have a road crew, who were committed to building and constructing the roads.

See, after 48 years running the Colony at Sydney, the British Government had a very firm
idea and plan about how to get things up and running here.

The management team today should be inspired by the fact that whilst Lonsdale was
discussing things with the settlers, he already knew about the 70 tons of goods, equipment,
machines and material that would be arriving next to the anchored HMS Rattlesnake in an
imminent fashion.

The British had a plan, and they knew that Rome was not built in a day.

This important City Road project will take time to be realised, however, like Lonsdale in
the 19th century, some patience may be required.

The vital thing is to get the plan right. City of Melbourne is taking the steps necessary to
ensure that the plan is right.
Remember, once the plan has been made, City of Melbourne will assemble and galvanise
the workers, and the work will be done.

Best regards,
Chris Thrum 
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• Southbank3006 supports the strategic thrust of the Council’s Proposals for the Repurposing of 
the Northern UndercroJ, but we believe that this asset needs to be configured as a focal point 
for Ac1ve Recrea1on in Southbank.  We have set out below how this might be achieved. 

• In terms of City Road East and West proposals these should not proceed un1l the issues 
associated with Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV) using City Road as a bypass to the Citylink Tunnel 
have been addressed.  It must be reinstated as the Freight Link between East and West a major 
jus1fica1on for its construc1on.  Forcing classes of HGV onto City Road renders envisaging City 
Road as a “great central street” moot making those elements of the City Road Masterplan 
irrelevant. 

• Southbank3006 has consistently argued that planning a City Road Upgrade should only be 
considered as part of a wider Traffic Management Strategy for all of Southbank.  There is no 
evidence that this is being considered before embarking on the City Road project. 

A Vision for the Northern Undercro1 – Filling the Ac6ve Recrea6on Gap in Southbank 

The Council’s Masterplan paper it fails to consider the true poten1al for the UndercroJ.  This is a missed 
opportunity that needs to be taken up in the planning. 

In 2022 the removal of the only ac2ve recrea2on element in Southbank, a basketball court on Boyd Park, 
to accommodate a residen2al tower in late 2022, underscored the lack of foresight by a previous Council 
administra2ons' planning and their total disregard for resident social and community development needs. 

Although a temporary basketball facility has been nego2ated with OSK, the developer of Melbourne 
Square, it remains evident that there is a substan2al gap in ac2ve recrea2on facili2es.  The immediate 
response from young adults and families to the OSK temporary facility highlights the unmet demand for 
such ameni2es in the community. Likewise, the Playground developed as part of the Southbank Boulevard 
project sees ac2ve daily use, indica2ng the community's desire for ac2ve recrea2onal spaces. 

Reflec2ng on these issues, Southbank3006 proposes a comprehensive solu2on to the Council: 

1. Redevelopment of the “UndercroJ:” The vast area under Kings Way, known as the “Undercro(”, 
presents an opportunity for the development of various ac2ve recrea2on facili2es such as half-
courts for basketball, netball, padel board & pickleboard, soccer, outdoor gym spaces, and prac2ce 
nets for cricket. This underu2lized space, akin to Crown’s use of another part of the “Undercro(”, 
holds immense poten2al with proper planning and forethought. 

2. Conscious Investment Decision: Instead of alloca2ng resources to neighbourhoods already well-
served with recrea2on facili2es, such as Parkville and South Yarra, the Council should priori2ze 
addressing the needs of Southbank. This strategic investment would tackle the deficiencies rather 
than relega2ng them to the "too hard" basket. 

3. Government Collabora1on: The project requires collabora2on at all levels of government. The 
Commonwealth Government should provide financial support, the State Government should 
facilitate access to land, and the Council should lead delivery, management, and integra2on with 
the local community. 

The redevelopment of the “Undercro(” not only addresses the Council's diversity, health wellbeing, and 
neighbourhood strategies; but most importantly enhances the liveability of Southbank residents, spanning 
from Montague Street to the heart of the neighbourhood. While acknowledging the complexity of the 
project, Southbank3006 emphasizes the necessity of government support, Commonwealth and State, to 
rec2fy past failures of governments and developers to deliver essen2al recrea2on facili2es to the 
community. 

At the ACCA, following representa2ons to Council by Southbank3006, progress has been made in closing 
the passive recrea2on gap in Southbank. Now, the focus shi^s to the “Undercro(”, offering a similar 
opportunity to repurpose a wasteland to address the ac2ve recrea2on shor`all and pave the way for a 
healthier, more vibrant Southbank community.  

David Hamilton 
President 
Southbank3006 Inc 
7 May 2024 
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Submission to Future Melbourne Committee 
 

City of Melbourne, Melbourne Town Hall, 
07 May 2024, 5.30pm – Meeting No.76 
Agenda Item FMC 6.4: City Road Masterplan Update 
 

SRA has had a keen interest, and active involvement, in this project since City of 

Melbourne community consultation started in February 2014. This project was supposed 

to be completed by 2023. It is one year late and very little of significance has been achieved 

in that time. In the most part, the piecemeal components which have been completed has 

come about through SRA expressing their dissatisfaction at annual budget presentations 

which prompted the support of Cr Leppert for additional supplements. The Southbank 

community is most grateful to Cr Leppert for his understanding of the importance of this 

project to the Southbank community and his ongoing support over that time. 

 

However, we are perplexed with this agenda item, insofar that it is described as an update, 

yet it is only providing details on one specific part of the project, being Action 2 – 

Reimagine Kings Way undercroft as a community space. In the overall scheme of things, 

in comparison to the complexities of the undercroft reimagining, the other items should be 

significantly less complex to implement, yet they seem to be attracting no attention. Why 

have none of the other aspects of the plan been delivered? 

 

Firstly, the officers claim Action 6 – Expand the bicycle network within Southbank as 

complete. While most of the proposed Southbank network is indeed complete the proposed 

section on City Road from Balston Street to Clarendon Street has not been completed. How 

do council officers not know this? Is there a reason why they have declared it complete 

without any further updates of design changes to the community? 

 

Regarding the proposal for the Reimagining of Kings Way undercroft, which is a 

significant component of the plan, we appreciate the efforts of City of Melbourne officers 

in negotiating with all the parties that have an interest in this space. We are particularly 

impressed that the City of Melbourne has been able to negotiate a 40-year lease. Yet, we 

can’t understand why it took so long into the project for the officers to realise the tenure 

on the land was inadequate. These negotiations should have started 10 years ago and then 

we might have been so much further into the development of this space. 

 

We are pleased that Key Issue No 7 specifically mentions traffic noise. The noise from the 

cars on Kingsway overpass, as they go over the expansion/contraction joints is a 

significant, if not oppressive, distraction. The installation of acoustic panelling is a priority 

if the community is to feel the space is welcoming. 
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The same thought should also apply in regard to the impact of air pollution from cars above 

and at ground level.  Similarly, the dust pollution from the overpass released by vibration 

of the structure caused by the traffic is a factor that should be researched. 

 

The draft concept drawings suggest a diverse range of potential activities.  SRA looks 

forward to the opportunity to participate in consultations.  No doubt the City of Melbourne 

will evaluate the effectiveness of the various sub-parks along Southbank Boulevard, each 

with their own design features.  In particular, the amazing success of the adventure 

playground, not only in usage, but also in its capacity as a meeting place for young families 

and a safe place for women due to the presence of families means that if such an element 

was included in the design of the Undercroft, it will greatly facilitate community 

engagement. 

 

The SRA notes that the project is currently unfunded and that community engagement 

could support securing funding sources. We have already independently discussed this with 

our local member of state parliament, Nina Taylor. The SRA will fully support engaging 

with the community. 

 

The SRA supports this recommendation to the FMC, but desire further updates and a 

timeline on the other aspects of the City Road masterplan. 

 

Regards 

Tony Penna 

President 

Southbank Residents Association 















Submission by Melbourne Mari0me Heritage Network 6/5/2024   

Lord Mayor and Councillors 

Re FMC Mee3ng 7/5 Agenda item. 6.5   Dra& Experience Melbourne 2028: A Des9na9on 
Management Plan for Melbourne's Visitor Economy  

MMHN notes with dismay that although it is intended as a” “des9na9on management plan 
for Melbourne's visitor economy. It func9ons as a guiding compass for the sector, providing a 
framework that sets a vision for what the visitor economy can look like in five years' 9me, 
and outlines overarching ambi9ons for the sector,  it is clearly very far from an adequate Plan 
designed to guide a cri3cal sector of the economy.  

Given the visitor economy, is not only cri3cal in driving prosperity in Melbourne, but also 
important to poten3ally driving the tourism economy in the suburbs and regions This flow-
on effect  should rightly maNer to the Council of the a state capital city.  

MMHN notes “ The overall growth outlook for tourism in Victoria in the next five years is 
posi9ve. If the municipality maintains its current market share, forecasts es9mate the 
municipality will welcome 18.4 million visitors by 2028 (vs 14.3 million in 2023).  

Regre>ably the DraA Experience Melbourne 2028 now seeking Council endorsement is 
deficient.   
MMHN urges Council to defer such endorsement and/or direct officer to improve the Plan.  

MMHN finds it disturbing that such a deficient DraR is said to be based on stakeholder 
consulta3ons. We can only conclude that the list was compiled by those without sufficient 
knowledge of the strengths of this city and/or the imagina3on to see its unique aNributes 
beyond the ‘usual’ - sport, fashion and food. This diminishes Melbourne as a des3na3on. 
The current DraR omits reference to several elements of significance to the visitor 
experience in the city and the state.    In order to need to op3mise the visitors aNrac3on and 
experience a beNer understanding or recogni3on of Melbourne and it’s unique aNributes 
and assets , beyond fashion food and sport, is required.  

MMHN has endeavoured to assist Please find below extracts from Agenda Item 6.5   
together with MMHN commentary Extracts in Blue MMHN commentary in red  below,    



Key issues.    
4.1 Visitor growth is expected to be driven by interna9onal markets, with CoM’s top interna9onal markets being 
China, New Zealand, the United States, India and the United Kingdom. High growth is also expected from Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Japan and Indonesia.”   

 MMHN notes no reference to Cruise Tourism; no plan to specifically engage with cruise passengers arriving at 
Melbourne; no reference to Melbourne’s interna3onal status as the largest Port in Australia no reference to ts 
rich mari3me heritage and significantly to Docklands Precinct , the site o the world-renowned hand-excavated 
Victoria Harbour; nothing about Melbourne’s world-renown heritage architecture 

4.2.  Moderate growth is forecast in the domes3c sector as tourism trends return to normal aRer a surge in 
domes3c travel post-pandemic. Top domes3c markets are Regional Victoria, Sydney, Regional New South 
Wales, Brisbane and Adelaide.   

We note an inexplicable omission in rela3on to ac3va3on of Docklands Precinct at all. Do officers accept this 
area as part of Melbourne or not?  We note no reference to world-renowned Victoria Harbour; No reference to 
mul3ple opportuni3es on accessible waterways enabling mari3me ac3vi3es for domes0c tourists; Ferries at 
Harbour Esplanade to Williamstown St Kilda, Port eMelbourne, Sorrento Geelong, Queenscliff and Yarra 
commercial boat opportuni3es upstream. Again - Such engagement “should rightly maNer to the Council of the 
state capital city”. We all share the key tourism asset -ie. the waterways.  

5. Experience Melbourne 2028 sets out a comprehensive vision and roadmap for the future of the city’s visitor 
economy, providing clear direc3on for CoM and the broader tourism sector to enhance its visitor offering 
and experience.  
See above.   We note this ‘vision ‘and this ‘road map’ completely fails to factor in opportuni3es, or op3mise 
the economic value of, Melbourne as  Port City/ and State capital. We note complete disregard in the DraR the 
tourism asset which is the Port of Melbourne – much of the opera3ons are visible and fascina3ng and like 
RoNerdam and Hamburg, can be viewed from the wharf side and the water.  

6. Experience Melbourne 2028 is underpinned by eight ‘experience pillars’ that have been developed through 
extensive consulta3on and mapped against global Tourism Australia research. The pillars either create or affirm 
a dis3nct iden3ty for aspects of the city’s visitor economy, providing industry with a clear direc3on to align 
their products and experiences under. Under each pillar is a set of key direc3ons that serve as strategic 
roadmaps for CoM and industry to develop and enhance these experiences for visitors over the next five years.  

We note none of the 8 Pillars recognise that Melbourne is largest a largest port city in the Southern Ocean; 
nothing about cruise tourism; nothing celebra3ng heritage architecture nor mari3me heritage. Key direc3ons 
listed below are equally deficient.  

6.1.  Sports and events capital – From the tent poles of the spor3ng calendar to the tapestry of community 
events throughout the year, sports and events play a major role in Melbourne’s visitor economy.  

Yet we note nothing about yach3ng or recrea3onal boa3ng - a key economic driver sin Victoria nor any 
reference to key interna3onal events. eg. interna3onal yach3ng event between Melbourne and its Sister City of 
Osaka 2025. 

6.2.  Ground-breaking crea0vity – Melbourne's crea3ve scene is dis3nc3ve and celebrated, renowned for its 
originality, independent spirit and commitment to pushing boundaries  

No men3on of technical Innova3on ( which is crea3ve)  and in par3cular Melbourne’s  contribu3on has been 
outstanding in rela3on to  mari3me trade, logis3cs  and shipping . Obviously this would also to medical 
innova3on too. All sorts of Innova3on an historic strengths in Melbourne - social and technical, Seer below on 
Knowledge Hub, 

6.3.  Vibrant people and places – Melbourne's mul3cultural landscape and vibrant public realm is a 
fundamental part of the city's iden3ty, aNrac3ng visitors who want to experience the authen3c and diverse 
character of the city.  



We note reference to ‘places’ yet no recogni3on of Melbourne’s uniquely rich architectural heritage  assets in 
these ‘places’.  There appears to be no indica3on of any understanding of what actually underpins such ‘places’ 
or mul3culturalism. ie. Melbourne’s rich heritage heritage –  mari3me and other. And significantly immigra0on 
by sea  to a famous Port City! !  

6.4.  Gastronomy 24/7 – In Melbourne, food is not just consumed. It's celebrated, discussed, and savoured. 
The city’s culinary offering extends beyond the plate to be about the experience, offering an adventure that 
spans from the first sip of morning coffee to the last call of the night.  

6.5.  Eclec0c shopping mecca – The experience of shopping in Melbourne is much like the city’s own unique 
style – diverse and eclec3c, effortlessly stylish, and showcasing a range of high-end, local and specialty 
influences.  
6.6.  Urban Aboriginal culture – Melbourne presents a unique opportunity to experience Aboriginal heritage 
and culture in an urban environment, ac3ng as a gateway to Victoria's rich Aboriginal culture.  

We note no reference to the historic indigenous presence in Melbourne understanding that the waterways 
were the basis of indigenous gathering near in Melbourne –the fresh water of the Birrarung/Yarra running 
through the city and the swamps and intermiNent billabongs  teeming with food,  Waterways  were the basis 
for there being a city from the get-go.  
6.7 World-class knowledge hub – Melbourne’s reputa3on as a knowledge and innova3on capital aNracts 
na3onal and interna3onal business events, as well as interna3onal students drawn to the city’s global posi3on 
as a world-class study destination that offers a great lifestyle.  
This seems to be simply ‘sell’ item  to aNract interna3onal students - all well and good – BUT seriously 
‘undersells’ the reality that Knowledge is a strength of Melbourne which is an intellectual city.Think Museum, 
Libraries and special collec3ons;No men3on in the DraR of Melbourne’s educa3onal heritage which 
underpinned the later technical Innova3on ( which is crea3ve) and in par3cular Melbourne’s contribu3on in 
rela3on to mari3me trade, logis3cs and shipping. This became significant because mari3me trade was 
fundamental to Melbourne’s prosperity. Innova3on is an historic strength in Melbourne - social and technical. 
One outcome of the distance by sea from Europe. 

6.8.  Green urban oasis – Melbourne is a city where nature is not just a backdrop, but an integral part of the 
urban landscape. This blend of the built and natural environments not only enhances the quality of life for our 
residents but also offers a unique, immersive experience for visitors.  

We note that that the Plan ignores the other environmentally sound asset of “Blue’ opportuni3es in 
Melbourne. Mul3ple accessible Water-based sport opportuni3es abound in Melbourne and, importantly, in the 
Docklands Precinct. Officers seem to have overlooked the fact that CoM actually has an ac3ve Waterways 
Branch which manages marinas!   Melbourne actually has  more navigable waterways than Sydney. Think -  two 
rivers, Victoria Harbour, Port Phillip Bay  

7. The ‘experience pillars’ are also supported by three experience essen3als, founda3onal blocks that must be 
in place to enable a posi3ve visitor experience:  

7.1.  Safety and cleanliness – Melbourne’s reputa3on as a safe city contributes to its aNrac3veness as a 
tourism des3na3on. 

MMHN notes this claim on cleanliness – and seriously ques3on it. CoM appears to condone Parks Victoria 
prac3se of loca3ng liNer-traps on key tourist loca3ons on the river for extended periods - Fed Square and 
MCEC. MMHN has repeatedly complained. Why does the CoM tolerate this?  

7.2.  Transport and connec0vity – As Melbourne’s visitor economy grows, how those visitors get around must 
be enhanced to support a vibrant, safe and inclusive visitor experience.  

We note that inexplicably there is no reference at all to ferries. Several ferry and river boat companies operate 
in Melbourne – and once again – the unique aNributes of Docklands Precinct is ignored .   

7.3.   Accessibility – Ensuring Melbourne is accessible to the one in four travellers with accessibility needs.  



8.  Experience Melbourne 2028 outlines six strategic priori3es for CoM and the sector over the next five years. 
These priori3es are the ‘how we get there’ - essen3al steps that bridge our present efforts with the future we 
envision. Each priority includes a range of ac3ons for delivery. 

MMHN argues that your FIRST step is to recognise what is unique about Melbourne. The DraR fails in this. 

8.1.  S0mulate visita0on to the city – aligning under a unified brand narra3ve, market diversifica3on, and a 
compelling program of marke3ng and events to drive repeat visita3on.  

Cruise tourism not understood adequately. Repeat visita3on is occurring, Engagement of cruise passengers will 
not happen without aNen3on from CoM.  Comparable port ci3es actually work on this.  RegreNably Victoria 
Ports are not proac3ve in this area. They are concerned with ‘opera3onal safety.  CoM as the state capital city 
must take the lead. Sta3on Pier is a substandard Third World Cruise terminal and this reflects poorly on the city 
as a whole. Forging collabora3on  Minister Horne, Ports Vic and City of Port Phillip isa  a maNer of urgency,  

 8.2.  Enhance visitor servicing – ensuring visitors discover more through the provision of 3mely and accurate 
informa3on, the ‘welcome’, con3nued expansion of way finding and best prac3ce visitor informa3on services.  

See above. There is nothing that could be described as a Welcome at Sta3on Pier   – except for Beacon Cove 
volunteers. Shabby, No colour, no music.  RegreNably Victoria Ports are not proac3ve in this area.  CoM needs 
to nego3ate directly with Cruise companies.  As above – maps, Apps ferries, myki 3ckets- and given the age 
and infirmity of passengers, assistance -  it is long walk to the tram. (The Port of Halifax offers a free double 
decker bus from the terminal to the City) . 

We note reference to ‘Way finding’ but no indica3on that a consistent approach is being adopted. Accurate 
heritage signage is seriously poor in Melbourne. 

8.3.  Build industry capacity – skills and capacity building, sharing data and insights, improving cultural 
competency across the sector.   

Given that tourism exper3se is managed by a disinterested State agency which outsources the Melbourne  port 
‘visitor experience to cruise companies, who make more profit from bussing passengers off to Phillip Island and 
the Great Ocean Road. The CoM must lead in facilita3ng collabora3on with relevant Councils as a maNer of 
urgency to keep passengers in town. An es3mated 10% of passengers do not leave the ship in the port of  
Melbourne  

8.4.  Facilitate tourism development – Encouraging the development of new products and experiences in the 
visitor economy to align with EM28’s experience pillars. 

There is no evidence in this DraR document which reflects any serious or rigorous compara3ve analysis – 
beyond the ‘usual’ predictable approaches to visita3on, What of interna3onal comparisons?      

Extensive stakeholder consulta3on has been undertaken and informed the development of plan. There has 
been engagement across government, peak bodies, industry and business through focus groups, interviews 
and Par3cipate Melbourne. Addi3onally, an Advisory Group of senior execu3ves from peak bodies, sector 
leadership and government guided the planning process and contributed strategic recommenda3ons. 

Given the deficits iden3fied in this current DraR, MMHN finds this proposed public consulta3on process 
ques3onable.  
10. Recommenda0on from management  
That the Future Melbourne CommiNee:  
10.1. Endorses the draR Experience Melbourne 2028:A Des3na3on Management Plan for Melbourne’s Visitor 
Economy for public consulta3on    

 MMHN recommends that this maNer be deferred   Public consulta3on should wait un3l a beNer quality DraR 
is prepared for wider public  comment,   

10.2. AuthorisestheGeneralManagerBusinessEconomyandAc3va3ontomakeanyfurtherminor editorial changes 
to the Experience Melbourne 2028 prior to public consulta3on. 

 Requires a Re-DraR.,  








